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Everest - The Summit Climb
To license these images please visit: licensing.eliasaikaly.com/video-collections/everest-the-summit-climb/ Raw and Unfiltered.
The final climb on Mt. Everest. Experience what climbers endure on their final push to the top of the world. Shot by yours truly
on a Canon 5D with a 16-35mm lens. Behind the scenes blog #1: eliasaikaly.com/this-is-what-summiting-everest-looks-like/
Behind the scenes blog #2: eliasaikaly.com/into-the-death-zone/ Don't forget to subscribe for more videos. Helps me make these
videos possible. Thank you for your support.
Breathtaking Look at the Man Who Climbed Everest 21 Times | Short Film Showcase
Every spring, Mount Everest draws in people from around the world to conquer its peak. Despite the riches surrounding the
highest point on Earth, the Sherpa people who live in its shadow remain poor with few educational opportunities. One man
hoping to change this reality is Apa Sherpa, a child of the Khumbu and world-record holder for summiting Everest. Like many
before him, Apa Sherpa was pulled from home at the age of 12 to work on the mountain as a high-altitude porter. Now, the Apa
Sherpa Foundation is working to create a different future for the children of Nepal. As Apa says, "without education we have no
choice." ➡ Subscribe: bit.ly/NatGeoSubscribe ➡ Get More Short Film Showcase: bit.ly/ShortFilmShowcase About Short Film
Showcase: The Short Film Showcase spotlights exceptional short videos created by filmmakers from around the web and
selected by National Geographic editors. We look for work that affirms National Geographic's belief in the power of science,
exploration, and storytelling to change the world. The filmmakers created the content presented, and the opinions expressed are
their own, not those of National Geographic Partners. See more from National Geographic's Short Film Showcase at
documentary.com Get More National Geographic: Official Site: bit.ly/NatGeoOfficialSite Facebook: bit.ly/FBNatGeo Twitter:
bit.ly/NatGeoTwitter Instagram: bit.ly/NatGeoInsta About National Geographic: National Geographic is the world's premium
destination for science, exploration, and adventure. Through their world-class scientists, photographers, journalists, and
filmmakers, Nat Geo gets you closer to the stories that matter and past the edge of what's possible. Breathtaking Look at the
Man Who Climbed Everest 21 Times | Short Film Showcase youtu.be/R3VMW6fxK6Y National Geographic
youtube.com/natgeo
World Record BASE Jump from Mt. Everest
Nearly 60 years to the day after the first ascent up Mount Everest, Russian extreme sport star Valery Rozov (48) flew off the
north face of Mount Everest - the world's highest BASE jump ever - 7220 meters (23,688ft) above sea level. ► Watch Red Bull
Air Force BASE Jump In South Africa: youtu.be/VDqBUT8G-OY The ascent began on the Chinese side on the famous north
route. It took him four days to climb from the base camp to the jumping location. At precisely 2:30 p.m. local time he leaped
despite adverse weather conditions with temperatures -18 Celsius. Because the cliff at the top was not very high, the initial
moments of the leap in the rarified high altitude air were the most critical phase. Rozov needed more time than usual in the thin
air to transition from freefall to flying. After that he flew for nearly a full minute at speeds of about 200 km/h (125 mph) along
the north face before he landed safely on the Rongbuk glacier - at an altitude of 5,950 meters. "Only when I got back home did I
see how hard it was for me both physically and psychologically,"" said Rozov after getting home to Moscow. ""When you look
at the videos you realize that it took a lot longer than usual to get from falling to flying." #redbull #basejump #MTEverest Experience the world of Red Bull like you have never seen it before. With the best action sports clips on the web and original
series, prepare for your "stoke factor" to be at an all time high. Subscribe to Red Bull on Youtube: win.gs/SubToRedBull Get
the FREE Red Bull TV apps for all your devices: go.onelink.me/351027264/35a30660 Red Bull on Facebook: win.gs/redbullfb
Red Bull on Instagram: win.gs/RedBullInstagram Red Bull on Twitter: win.gs/redbulltwitter
Breathtaking: K2 - The World's Most Dangerous Mountain | Eddie Bauer
“K2 is a savage mountain that tries to kill you.” That is how climber George Bell described the infamous peak after the first
American expedition in 1953–forever giving the mountain its nickname–The Savage Mountain. Sixty-six years later, Eddie
Bauer mountain guides Adrian Ballinger and Carla Perez aim to summit the 8611-meter peak and join a community of
explorers fewer in number than those who have been to outer space. Even more incredible, they both will attempt the feat
without the use of supplemental oxygen. Every step of the way the team faces hazardous conditions, terrifying setbacks, and
crushing misfortunes. But as Ballinger puts it, “I'll go until the mountain tells me I can’t go anymore.”
Dave Hahn Record Breaking Climb of Everest
On the South Col side of the mountain, a challenging and crowded climbing season still granted Eddie Bauer First Ascent guides
Dave Hahn and Melissa Arnot access to reach the summit on May 26th and set Everest records in the process. With calculated
patience, Hahn earned his 14th summit of Mt. Everest, setting a new record by most non-Sherpa summits of the world's tallest
peak. Melissa Arnot claimed her fourth summit, setting a new record for the most summits for any Western woman. As part of
the Eddie Bauer South Col team, Leif Whittaker retraced the record-setting steps of his father Jim to the summit. "It was a
slightly surreal day, as always, hanging out at 8,000 meters," Hahn says in his characteristically understated tone. But in a season
that once again presented challenges from avalanches, rockfall and tragedy to long lines of climbers on prime summit days,
Hahn was called the 'King of Patience' for his efforts in leading the team to a safe and successful summit. "I never thought I
would be lucky enough to summit Everest once, let alone four times," Arnot summarizes. "The experience has given me a sense
of gratitude grounded in the idea that anything is possible."
Kilian Jornet Explains Why He Scaled Everest Twice in a Week
Champion ultrarunner Kilian Jornet opens up on his new motivations and what’s left to discover. For more, check out:
runnersworld.com/trail-running/a25135899/why-kilian-jornet-wanted-to-scale-everest/ #KilianJornet #MountEverest
#TrailRunning
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Has The Exploitation Of Mount Everest Reached Its Peak | A Deadly Ascent | CNA Documentary
Despite the most recent climbing season being marked by deadly tragedy, a climber from Malaysia is undeterred. At 50, he is
determined to conquer the world’s highest summit. In Nepal, a royal entourage gets permission to trek despite an ongoing
coronavirus pandemic. What are the loopholes in the lucrative climbing industry? Alpinists and sherpas weigh in on what can
stop the exploitation of Mount Everest. Watch more from A Deadly Ascent:
youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkMf14VQEvTZc-Vxc-KiOF8nZH0V1OJ_J ======= About A Deadly Ascent: In 2019, 11
people died on Mt. Everest in one of the deadliest climbing seasons. This is the untold story with firsthand accounts of
exploitation that led to overcrowding and its environmental effects. =========== #CNAInsider #ADeadlyAscentCNA
#MountEverest #Mountaineering For more, SUBSCRIBE to CNA INSIDER! cna.asia/insideryoutubesub Follow CNA
INSIDER on: Instagram: instagram.com/cnainsider/ Facebook: facebook.com/cnainsider/ Website: cna.asia/cnainsider
1953: On the Top: The first ascent of Mount Everest
The 20th Century Almanac A series of documentaries that highlights the most important and interesting events of the 20th
Century. Shocking events, big scandals, the most famous murders, the most important personalities of international politics. A
large dose of knowledge about politics, culture and history. Episode: 1953: On the Top: The first ascent of Mount Everest
SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CHANNEL FOR MORE: youtube.com/channel/UCKwZBaGSGXV1qXKG0lzRUvw
The Inside Story Of Mount Everest's Deadliest Climbing Season | A Deadly Ascent | CNA Documentary
In Mumbai, an elderly climber is still coming to terms with the death of his wife. He is haunted by the moment he made the
decision to leave her on the mountain. In Kashmir, a young climber blames the crowds for his decision to turn back when he was
only 800 metres from the summit. For one who’s always wanted to scale the summit, it has become a pipe dream. Climbers and
sherpas weigh in on why and how the mountain has become so overcrowded, and the long-lasting impact of environmental
issues. CONTINUE WATCHING: Has The Exploitation Of Mount Everest Reached Its Peak? youtu.be/Hh58DAynWfs
======= About A Deadly Ascent: In 2019, 11 people died on Mt. Everest in one of the deadliest climbing seasons. This is the
untold story with firsthand accounts of exploitation that led to overcrowding and its environmental effects. ===========
#CNAInsider #ADeadlyAscentCNA #MountEverest #Mountaineering For more, SUBSCRIBE to CNA INSIDER!
cna.asia/insideryoutubesub Follow CNA INSIDER on: Instagram: instagram.com/cnainsider/ Facebook:
facebook.com/cnainsider/ Website: cna.asia/cnainsider
Reel Rock: Inside the Brawl on Mt. Everest
Exclusive video of the horrifying scene when Ueli Steck and Simone Moro were attacked by a crowd of angry sherpas while
attemping a new route on Mt. Everest. outsidetelevision.com/find-us
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